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Benefit-Cost Analysis Supplementary
Documentation
1. Executive Summary
The Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) conducted for this grant application compares the costs
associated with the proposed investment to the benefits of the project. To the extent possible,
benefits have been monetized. Where not possible to assign a dollar value to a benefit, efforts
have been made to quantify it. A qualitative discussion is also provided when a benefit is
anticipated to be generated but is not easily monetized or quantified.
In 2019, the crash rate of the Maguire Street corridor was four times the statewide crash rate. To
improve safety conditions on the interchange and along the corridor intersections, the project will
convert the existing interchange with US-50 to a new diverging diamond interchange (DDI),
improve line of sight for right-turn-lanes at two intersections on the corridor, and install
retroreflective sheeting to signal backplates. The project will also add a sidepath trail to provide
more protections to pedestrians and bicyclists accessing the corridor. Another focus of the project
is environmental sustainability. The project will include stormwater improvements to help avoid
major flooding events in the study area, which, among other things, affect small businesses.
Burying power lines will make the utilities more sustainable and help avoid maintenance costs to
the City. Changes to geometric design and signal timing on the corridor will help improve traffic
flow, leading to reduced emissions as well as travel-time savings and vehicle operating cost
savings. Table ES-1 summarizes all the changes expected from the project and the associated
benefits. Both monetized and non-monetized benefits are included.
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Table ES-1: Merit Criteria and Cost-Effectiveness - Summary of Infrastructure Improvements and Associated
Benefits, Millions of 2019 Dollars1

Current Status or
Baseline &
Problems to Be
Addressed
High crash rates at
US-50/Maguire Street
interchange
High crash rates
along Maguire Street
corridor

Congestion along
Maguire Street
corridor, anticipated
growth in congestion
in future years

Recurring costs due
to lack of
environmentally
sustainable
infrastructure

Aging infrastructure
along the corridor,
particularly RR
overpass bridge

Changes to Baseline /
Alternatives

Converting the existing
interchange to a DDI
Improved right-turn
geometry, retroreflective
sheeting, added capacity
Shared bike/ped
sidepath trail, ADAcompliant sidewalks,
ramps along corridor

Added capacity and
improved signal timing
and geometric design on
the corridor

Types of
Impacts

Reduced
crashes at the
interchange
Reduced
crashes at the
corridor
Improved
multimodal
transportation
options, and
bike/pedestrian
safety
Improved traffic
flow and speed
along the
Maguire Street
corridor

Benefits

Benefits Discounted
at 7% ($2019)

Safety benefits
on interchange

$7.8 million

Safety benefits
on the corridor

$16.9 million

Safety and
quality of life
benefits

(qualitative only)

Travel-time
savings
Vehicle
operating cost
savings
Emission cost
savings
Avoiding the
cost of flooding
cleanup

$2.0 million
$74,730

$47,529

Installation of a
subsurface stormwater
management system

Improved
resiliency of
study area
against flooding

$162,867

Burying power lines

Improved
resiliency of
power lines

Avoided costs
of replacing
power line
poles

$112,948

Re-pavement and
replacement of overpass
bridge and interchange

Increased useful
life of
infrastructure,
smoother travel
for vehicles
Avoided major
rehabilitation of
bridges

Residual value
of assets

$1.6 million

Avoided major
rehabilitation
costs

$395,925

See details of these benefit calculations in chapter 7

The period of analysis used in the estimation of benefits and costs corresponds to 24 years,
including 4 years of construction and project support and 20 years of operation. The total project
capital costs are $27.3 million (in undiscounted 2019 dollars). The project would be funded by a
combination of City funds (raised through a bond initiative) and those received from the Federal
RAISE grant. The project is not expected to alter the regular operations and maintenance (O&M)
costs of the corridor and bridge and therefore this is not accounted for in the BCA.2
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Based on the analysis presented in the rest of this document, the project is expected to generate
$29.0 million in discounted benefits and $19.2 million in discounted costs, using a 7 percent real
discount rate. Therefore, the project is expected to generate a Net Present Value of $9.9 million
and a Benefit-Cost Ratio of 1.52, as presented in Table ES-2.
Table ES-2: Overall Results of the Benefit Cost Analysis, Millions of 2019 Dollars
Project Evaluation Metric

7% Discount Rate

3% Discount Rate

Total Discounted Benefits

$29.0

$53.0

Total Discounted Costs

$19.2

$23.4

Net Present Value

$9.9

$29.6

Benefit-Cost Ratio

1.52

2.27

A summary of the relevant data and calculations used to derive the total monetized benefits and
costs of the project (discounted at 7 percent) are shown in Table ES-3.

1

Note that this BCA discounts all values to a base year of 2019, the same year as all dollar values. This
note applies throughout this appendix
2

Note that the expanded capacity from Young Street to Gay Street will increase O&M costs slightly, but
the overall O&M costs per mile are expected to decrease for the entire corridor due to the improved
quality of pavement installed in the Build scenario.
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Table ES-3: Summary of Pertinent Data, Quantifiable Benefits and Costs, in Dollars of 2019, Discounted at 7% to Base Year 2019

$0

Improved
Resiliency
of Power
Lines
$0

Avoided
Flooding
Cleanup
Costs
$0

$0

Vehicle
Operating
Cost
Savings
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$1,190,397

($1,190,397)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$8,628,781

($8,628,781)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$8,064,281

($8,064,281)

$2,175,026

$952

$9,964

$14,368

$55,874

$1,801

$0

$0

$2,257,985

$0

$2,257,985

$2,032,735

$2,524

$9,312

$13,428

$64,221

$1,997

$0

$395,925

$2,520,142

$0

$2,520,142

2028

$1,899,752

$2,426

$8,703

$12,549

$71,767

$2,304

$0

$0

$1,997,503

$0

$1,997,503

2029

$1,775,470

$3,715

$8,134

$11,728

$78,565

$2,601

$0

$0

$1,880,213

$0

$1,880,213

2030

$1,659,317

$3,580

$7,601

$10,961

$84,665

$2,879

$0

$0

$1,769,005

$0

$1,769,005

2031

$1,550,764

$3,448

$7,104

$10,244

$90,115

$3,190

$0

$0

$1,664,865

$0

$1,664,865

2032

$1,449,312

$3,324

$6,639

$9,574

$94,959

$3,335

$0

$0

$1,567,143

$0

$1,567,143

2033

$1,354,497

$3,207

$6,205

$8,947

$99,238

$3,647

$0

$0

$1,475,742

$0

$1,475,742

2034

$1,265,885

$1,871

$5,799

$8,362

$102,992

$3,724

$0

$0

$1,388,634

$0

$1,388,634

2035

$1,183,070

$1,807

$5,420

$7,815

$106,259

$4,048

$0

$0

$1,308,420

$0

$1,308,420

2036

$1,105,673

$1,794

$5,065

$7,304

$109,073

$4,182

$0

$0

$1,233,091

$0

$1,233,091

2037

$1,033,339

$665

$4,734

$6,826

$111,466

$4,275

$0

$0

$1,161,305

$0

$1,161,305

2038

$965,738

$660

$4,424

$6,379

$113,469

$4,475

$0

$0

$1,095,146

$0

$1,095,146

2039

$902,559

$655

$4,135

$5,962

$115,112

$4,607

$0

$0

$1,033,030

$0

$1,033,030

2040

$843,513

$650

$3,864

$5,572

$116,421

$4,517

$0

$0

$974,538

$0

$974,538

2041

$788,330

$1,577

$3,611

$5,208

$117,422

$4,670

$0

$0

$920,817

$0

$920,817

2042

$736,757

$3,708

$3,375

$4,867

$118,138

$4,515

$0

$0

$871,360

$0

$871,360

2043

$688,558

$3,682

$3,154

$4,548

$118,591

$4,570

$0

$0

$823,103

$0

$823,103

2044

$643,512

$3,655

$2,948

$4,251

$118,804

$4,672

$0

$0

$777,842

$0

$777,842

Calendar
Year

Safety
Benefits

Emission
Cost
Savings

2022

$0

2023
2024
2025
2026
(opening)
2027

Travel-time
savings

Residual
Value

Avoided
Major Rehab
of Bridges

Total
Benefits

Total Costs *

Net Present
Value

$0

$0

$0

$1,273,725

($1,273,725)

2045

$601,413

$3,629

$2,755

$3,973

$118,794

$4,718

$1,573,677

$0

$2,308,959

$0

$2,308,959

Total

$24,655,220

$47,529

$112,948

$162,867

$2,005,946

$74,730

$1,573,677

$395,925

$29,028,841

$19,157,184

$9,871,657

*Total costs include construction costs and miscellaneous costs (e.g., utilities, permits, incentives, design, and construction engineering).
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In addition to the monetized benefits presented in Table ES-3, the project would also generate
benefits from the bicyclist and pedestrian improvements that are not monetized for this study. In
particular, the installation of a shared sidepath trail along the corridor, as well as the installation
of ADA-compliant sidewalks and ramps along the corridor, will produce safety benefits by
separating bicyclists and pedestrians from traffic. These will also provide more multi-modal
opportunities along the corridor and make the area more accessible for more groups of people,
thus improving quality of life for nearby residents. The sidepath trail could also provide health
benefits by encouraging new and/or longer bike trips. Because the costs of these improvements
are included in the BCA but not the benefits, adding these as monetized benefits would increase
the project benefit-cost ratio.
Additionally, the project is expected to support local businesses. The proposed stormwater
improvements will help avoid the costs associated with recurring flooding events (two or three
times a year) in the study area. While the BCA captures the avoided costs to the City of cleaning
up the flooding damage, it does not capture the cleanup costs incurred by local businesses in the
area. The project will also help businesses avoid revenue losses that typically occur when flooding
forces them to close.

2. Introduction
This document provides detailed technical information on the economic analyses conducted in
support of the grant application for the Maguire Street Gateway project.
Section 3, Methodological Framework, introduces the conceptual framework used in the BenefitCost Analysis. Section 4, Project Overview, provides an overview of the project, including a brief
description of existing conditions and proposed alternatives; a summary of cost estimates and
schedule; and a description of the types of effects that the project is expected to generate.
Monetized, quantified, and qualitative effects are highlighted. Section 5, General Assumptions,
discusses the general assumptions used in the estimation of project costs and benefits, while
estimates of travel demand and traffic growth can be found in Section 6, Demand Projections.
Specific data elements and assumptions pertaining to the merit criteria are presented in Section
7, Estimation of Economic Benefits, along with associated benefit estimates. Estimates of the
project’s Net Present Value (NPV), its Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR), and other project evaluation
metrics are introduced in Section 8, Summary of Findings and BCA Outcomes. Section 9, BCA
Sensitivity Analysis, provides the outcomes of the sensitivity analysis. Additional data tables are
provided within the BCA model, including annual estimates of benefits and costs, to assist the
U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) in its review of the application.3

3. Methodological Framework
An Excel-based BCA model was developed specifically for this project. The model calculates all
the project benefits and costs over the period of analysis and discounts results back to present
value terms. The main benefit of this project is safety, which is calculated based on historical
crash data and the use of crash modification factors (CMF). Future traffic volumes were
3 The

BCA model is provided separately as part of the application.
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produced through data from the MODOT Zone Portal4 and a 2016 study on the Highway 50
Bridge/Maguire Street Interchange.5 Future travel times in the Build and No Build were
produced based on Synchro model results. Both the traffic and travel time methodologies are
discussed further in Appendix D of this application. All benefits are monetized using values
recommended by the latest USDOT BCA guidance6 published in February 2021. All methods
and values used in this BCA are consistent with the RAISE program guidelines.

4. Project Overview
The City of Warrensburg is looking to revitalize the 1.3-mile high-volume corridor of Maguire
Street. As one of the City’s most critical traffic corridors, improving the aging infrastructure is of
high importance. This revitalization effort will include several safety improvements that will help
reduce the high crash rates experienced on the corridor and at the US-50 interchange. These
safety improvements are particularly important given the frequent use of the corridor by
pedestrians. With many college students in the area attending the University of Central Missouri
(UCM), as well as communities of low-income residents without access to vehicles, there are
often pedestrians accessing the corridor.
4.1

Base Case and Alternatives

The base case (No Build scenario) for Maguire Street does not anticipate changes to its current
condition, other than the routine and periodic operations and maintenance efforts occurring today.
Without replacing the aging bridges, the No Build scenario would require major rehabilitation costs
to keep the assets usable. Traffic is projected to increase throughout the project horizon at a rate
of approximately 1.5 percent annually7 and will lead to increased congestion in the future.
The project alternative (Build scenario) will incorporate several improvements to revitalize the
corridor and improve its safety. These improvements including the following:
•

Safety improvements: new DDI interchange as well as intersection safety improvements
(improved right-turn-lane geometry and retroreflective sheeting)

•

Expanded multi-modal infrastructure: bike trail connection from Maguire Street to
Hawthorne Park and a sidepath trail along the corridor

•

Traffic flow improvements: widened segments of the corridor, improved signal timing

•

Resiliency improvements: Shepard park flooding improvements with bioswales, local
downstream flood improvements

4

MODOT Data Zone Portal, accessed at: http://modatazone.modot.org/

5

"Interchange Operations Study: Highway 50 Bridge and Maguire Street Interchange Preliminary Design
Phase 1 Project", Warrensburg MO, Jun 2016

6

USDOT, Benefit-Cost Analysis Guidance for Discretionary Grant Programs. February 2021.

7

MODOT Data Zone Portal. See additional details on traffic analysis in Appendix D Traffic Analysis.
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•

State of good repair improvements: replace railroad bridge, interchange bridge, and
other aging infrastructure
4.2

Types of Impacts

This is a safety-focused project and the main impacts will be reduced crashes. In particular, the
replacement of the existing interchange with the DDI is expected to lead to reduced vehicle
crashes given the improved geometric design. Other safety improvements on the corridor include
improved right-turn-lane geometry and the addition of retroreflective sheeting at several
intersections. Widening the segment of the corridor from Young Street to Gay Street is expected
to increase crashes slightly, but the net effect will be a significant decrease in overall crashes.
The project will also help improve the safety of bicyclists and pedestrians in the corridor by
extending the bike path and adding ADA-compliant sidewalks and ramps.
Additionally, the project will improve the alignment of the Maguire Street corridor and adjust traffic
signals to improve traffic flow. The corridor improvements are expected to improve traffic flow,
thereby reducing congestion, vehicle operating costs, and emissions.
Beyond the benefits outlined thus far, improvements to the Maguire Street corridor extend into a
number of other areas. In particular, the corridor will be more resilient to weather events. Under
the status quo, the corridor is subjected to regular flooding. These events occur two or three times
per year at Maguire Street and Shepard Park locations. The damages also foster expenses for
buildings and parking lots in the vicinity. The project aims to have structures in place to mitigate
flood damage, and to bury power lines for further avoidance of natural disaster-related events.
As a result of effective project implementation, there will be a newfound state of good repair that
will add benefits to the corridor and its residents. From this, there will be beneficial outcomes in
the form of residual value. Additionally, after the project has been completed and bridges are in
place, there would be avoided rehabilitation costs that would have otherwise been incurred.
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4.3

Project Cost and Schedule8

Project support costs will be incurred from 2022 to 2023 and construction will occur from 2024 to
2025. The total capital costs in 2019 dollars are $27.3 million, or $19.2 million discounted to base
year 2019. Capital costs include construction costs, ROW acquisition and miscellaneous costs
such as utilities, engineering, construction inspection, contingency, and others. The breakdown
of capital costs is provided in Table 1.
While regular operation and maintenance (O&M) costs are expected to increase slightly to
maintain the expanded capacity from Young Street to Gay Street, O&M costs per lane-mile are
expected to decrease due to the improved quality of pavement in the Build scenario. Therefore,
no incremental O&M costs are accounted for in the BCA.
Table 1: Project Cost Summary, in Millions of 2019 Dollars, Undiscounted

Cost Type

Costs (millions of $2019)

Construction Costs

$24.2

Project Support (Utilities, ROW, Permits, Design, and Construction Engineering)

$3.1

TOTAL

$27.3

5. General Assumptions
The BCA measures benefits against costs throughout a period of analysis beginning at the start
of construction and including 20 years of operations.
The monetized benefits and costs are estimated in 2019 dollars, with future dollars discounted in
compliance with RAISE requirements using a 7 percent real rate, and sensitivity testing at 3
percent. All future values are discounted back to a base year of 2019.
The methodology makes several important assumptions and seeks to avoid overestimation of
benefits and underestimation of costs. Specifically:
•
•
•
•
•

Input prices are expressed in 2019 dollars;
The period of analysis begins in 2022 and ends in 2045. It includes project development
and construction years (2022 - 2025) and 20 years of operations (2026 - 2045);
A constant 7 percent real discount rate is assumed throughout the period of analysis. A
3 percent real discount rate is used for sensitivity analysis;
Opening year traffic is an input to the BCA and is assumed to be fully realized in 2026;
and
Unless specified otherwise, the results shown in this document correspond to the effects
of the full Build scenario defined in Section 4.

8

All cost estimates in this section are in millions of 2019 dollars, discounted to 2019 using a 7 percent
real discount rate.
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6. Demand Projections
Base year and projected traffic used for this BCA is based on the MODOT Zone Portal9 and a
2016 study on the Highway 50/Maguire Street Interchange.10 There is no change in traffic
patterns expected due to the project, therefore traffic is the same in the no build and Build
scenarios. More details on the traffic analysis methodology are provided in Appendix D of this
grant application. Table 2 below provides the key traffic assumptions used for this BCA.
Table 2: Traffic Data
Description
AADT in existing year (2021)

Value
16,555

AADT in construction year (2025)

17,571

AADT in design year (2045)

23,666

Average AADT growth rate

1.5%

Percent truck traffic

2.0%

Percent northbound traffic

52%

Percent southbound traffic

48%

AM peak hour volume

6.0%

PM peak hour volume

7.0%

To apply the traffic data in the BCA, some additional parameters and assumptions were
needed. These assumptions are listed below in Table 3 along with the sources.
Table 3: Assumptions used in the Estimation of Demand – General
Variable Name
Duration of AM peak
period
Duration of PM peak
period
Annualization Factor
Segment length of
corridor to be improved

9

Unit
Hours per
period
Hours per
period
days per
year

Value

Source / Notes

260

Total workdays per year. Conservative assumption
given that hourly traffic is based on a weekday

miles

1.5

project scope

2

HDR team assumption

2

HDR team assumption

MODOT Data Zone Portal, accessed at: http://modatazone.modot.org/

10

"Interchange Operations Study: Highway 50 Bridge and Maguire Street Interchange Preliminary Design
Phase 1 Project", Warrensburg MO, Jun 2016
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6.1
Demand Projections
Based on the traffic data above and the average growth rate of 1.5 percent, Table 4 provides
traffic projections as used in the BCA. Note that traffic projections are expected to be the same
in the no build and Build scenarios.
Table 4: Peak Period Traffic Projections along Maguire Street Study Area
Northbound Traffic
Year

AM Peak Period

Southbound Traffic

PM Peak Period

AM Peak Period

PM Peak Period

2021

1,033

1,205

954

1,112

2025

1,096

1,279

1,012

1,181

2045

1,477

1,723

1,363

1,590

7. Estimation of Economic Benefits
7.1

Benefits Measurement, Data and Assumptions

This section describes in more detail the project benefits as discussed in Chapter 4 Project
Overview, and provides an overview of the associated methodology, assumptions, and estimates.
LIST OF BENEFITS ANALYZED

The benefits assessed for the Maguire Street Gateway project are as follows:
Safety Benefits:
•

The benefit category with the greatest expected impact is safety benefits. Part of the
expected safety benefits come from converting the existing US-50 interchange into a
diverging diamond interchange (DDI). The project will also make various safety
improvements along the corridor, including improved right-turn geometry to increase line
of sight, and the addition of retroreflective sheeting to signal backplates.

Environmental Sustainability Benefits:
Emission Cost Savings:
•

The project will make various improvements along the corridor that will improve traffic
flow and prevent future congestion. These improvements include changes to geometric
design, traffic signals, and segments with added capacity. Improved traffic flow will result
in fewer emissions.

Improved Resiliency of Power Lines:
•

The project will bury power lines along the corridor, thus eliminating maintenance costs
associated with power line poles. This improvement will help make the utilities more
resilient against inclement weather or other elements.
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Stormwater Improvements:
•

Currently the study area experiences severe flooding events two to three times per year.
This costs the City money to clean up the damage, impedes access of some residents to
their homes, and can cause damage and lost revenues to some businesses. This BCA
monetizes the avoided cleanup costs to the City.

Quality of Life:
•

The project will improve connectivity and safety by extending the existing bike path in the
study area. This benefit is not monetized in the BCA.

Economic Competitiveness:
Travel-time savings:
•

Due to the improved geometric design, traffic signals, and segments with added
capacity, the project will enhance traffic flow and prevent future congestion. This will in
turn result in travel-time savings to the traveling public.

Vehicle Operating Cost Savings:
•

Due to the improved geometric design, traffic signals, and segments with added
capacity, the project will enhance traffic flow and reduce future congestion. This will in
turn result in vehicle operating savings to vehicle owners.

State of Good Repair:
Residual Value:
•

The corridor includes aging infrastructure. Through replacement and major repairs
(including for the railroad overpass bridge and cracked pavement), the project is bringing
assets to a good state of repair and extending their useful life. This is captured in the
BCA through calculating the residual value of various assets.

Avoided Major Rehabilitation of Bridges:
•

By replacing the railroad overpass bridge and interchange bridge, the City will avoid a
five-year major rehabilitation investment that would have been required to maintain
these assets in working condition.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology used for estimating each of the benefits listed is presented below
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Safety Benefits:
•

11

Safety benefits were monetized for four different roadway modifications in the study
area. Each modification used the same methodology. First, the average annual crashes
by severity were calculated based on five years of historical crash data (2016-2020).11
The BCA assumes no growth in crash rates as traffic grows over time. Each safety
modification was associated with a different crash modification factor (CMF) which came
from a combination of sources including the FHWA Clearinghouse and the Highway
Safety Manual. The net reduction in crashes, by severity level, were monetized using
values from the USDOT BCA Guidance. The four roadway modifications affecting safety
are listed below. For more details, see the ‘SafetyCalc’ and ‘SafetyData’ sheets in the
BCA model.
o Conversion of existing interchange to DDI: Average annual crashes by
severity level were reduced by a CMF of 0.67, as recommended by MODOT
(sourced from FHWA Clearinghouse).
o

Improved right-turn lane geometry and retroreflective sheeting at Cooper
Avenue and Young Street: Two CMFs from FWHA Clearinghouse were
identified to represent the improvements at these intersections, including a CMF
of 0.56 for improved right-turn lane geometry and a CMF of 0.85 for
retroreflective sheeting to signal backplates. These two CMFs were multiplied to
produce a combined CMF of 0.47. Average annual crashes by severity were
calculated for Cooper and Young Ave and reduced by this combined CMF.

o

Retroreflective sheeting to signal backplates at Russell Avenue, North
Street, Gay Street, and Grover Street Intersections: Average annual crashes
by severity were calculated for the above listed intersections. These crashes
were reduced by a CMF of 0.85 taken from FHWA Clearinghouse.

o

Added capacity from Young to Gay Street: Average annual crashes by
severity were calculated for the segment of Maguire Street from Young Street to
Gay Street Because the FHWA Clearinghouse did not include a CMF for a 3-to-5
lane conversion, the predicted annual crashes were calculated with and without
the additional capacity based on the Highway Safety Manual. Dividing the
predicted crashes for the Build scenario (with the widening) by those predicted
for the No Build scenario (without the widening) gave us an approximate CMF of
1.39. This CMF was applied to the historical average annual crashes to estimate
the increase in crashes along this segment due to the project.

Historical crash data provided by MODOT
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Environmental Sustainability Benefits:
Emission Cost Savings:
•

Emission rates (grams/mile by speed bin for autos versus trucks) were produced using
EPA’s Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) model. These rates were based on
an average of six counties in Kansas and used to approximate emission rates in
Warrensburg, MO. Changes in emissions on the corridor was based on the change in
speed and scaled up by peak period traffic and the length of the corridor. Changes in
emissions were calculated separately for nitrogen oxide (NOx), fine particulate matter
(PM 2.5), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and carbon dioxide (CO2) and monetized using the
recommended values from USDOT’s BCA Guidance. For more details, see the
‘EmissionsCalc’ and ‘EmissionRates’ sheets in the BCA model.

Improved Resiliency of Power Lines:
•

The City estimated that on average each year, two standard power line poles and one
primary pole require replacement due to traffic accidents or other damage. Each
standard pole and primary pole costs $3,000 and $10,000, respectively, to replace. The
BCA includes these avoided costs due to burying the power lines in the Build scenario.
For more details, see the ‘Resiliency’ sheet in the BCA model.

Stormwater Improvements:
•

The City estimated that on average, the study area experiences flooding two to three
times each year. Each time this occurs, cleanup costs include approximately $5,000 for
Maguire Street and $2,000 for Shepard Park. Additionally, major flooding events in 2014
and 2020 caused approximately $39,000 of damage to buildings and parking lots. The
BCA model assumes that on average, the project stormwater improvements result in
$17,500 (2.5 * [$5,000 + $2,000]) of avoided cleanup costs each year, plus $39,000 in
avoided cleanup costs every 7 years (or $5,571 each year). For more details, see the
‘Resiliency’ sheet in the BCA model.

Quality of Life:
•

The project will improve connectivity and safety by extending the existing bike path in the
study area. This benefit is not monetized in the BCA.
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Economic Competitiveness:
Travel-time savings:
•

As discussed further in Appendix D of this application, a Synchro model was used to
produce current and future year travel times in the corridor. Specifically, travel times
were estimated for the build and No Build scenarios for the AM and PM peak hours in
years 2021, 2025, and 2045. Table 5 below provides these results. Peak period traffic
(as described in Section 6.1) was applied to these travel times to calculate travel-time
savings for autos and trucks. The travel time saved due to the project improvements was
monetized using the USDOT value of time for autos and trucks. Vehicle occupancy was
based on MODOT state averages. For more details, see the ‘TravelTimeCalc’ and
‘Traffic&TimeData’ sheets in the BCA model.

Table 5: Travel Time Data from Synchro
Travel Time on Corridor
Existing Conditions- Peak Hour
AM 2021
PM 2021
No Build- Peak Hour
AM 2025
PM 2025
AM 2045
PM 2045
Build- Peak Hour
AM 2025
PM 2025
AM 2045
PM 2045

NB Travel Time (s)

SB Travel Time (s)
215.4
243.5

NB Travel Time (s)

222.4
243.7
SB Travel Time (s)

225.9
265.9
254.3
382.8
NB Travel Time (s)

236.2
260.9
283.0
332.9
SB Travel Time (s)

193.7
205.4
208.3
294.8

223.5
238.0
267.5
286.9

Vehicle Operating Cost Savings:
•

The travel time data from Table 5 was used to calculate average speed along the
corridor. Output from the Highway Economic Requirements (HERS) model was used to
estimate vehicle operating consumption rates by speed bin, including consumption of
fuel, oil, tires, general vehicle maintenance and repair, and vehicle depreciation. These
changes were monetized using rates from the HERS Technical Report (2005) and
inflated to 2019 dollars using the recommended Bureau of Labor Statistics series. For
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more details see the ‘VOCCosts’, ‘VOCCalc’, and ‘HERSLookup’ sheets in the BCA
model.
State of Good Repair:
Residual Value:
•

Residual value was calculated based on straight-line depreciation over the 20-year
period of analysis. The average useful life was estimated by project component by HDR
engineers. Note that the useful life was selected to represent the length of time before a
major rehabilitation is needed, as this cost was not accounted for in the BCA. Table 6
below lists the useful life estimates used in the BCA. For more details, see the
‘StateOfRepair’ sheet in the BCA model.

Table 6: Useful Life by Project Element
Project Element
RR Overpass Bridge
DDI Interchange
Concrete Driveway Pavement
Curb & Gutter
Sidewalk
Sidepath Trail
ADA Ramps
Storm Sewer
Street Lighting
Traffic Signals
Land Acquired through ROW

Useful Life (years)
45
45
20
30
30
30
30
40
30
40
n/a (land does not depreciate)

Avoided Major Rehab of Bridges:
•

The City estimates that a major rehabilitation investment would be needed in the No
Build scenario after about five years to maintain the bridges in good condition. The City
estimates this would cost approximately $550,000 for the interchange bridge and ramps,
which is around $498,866 in 2019 dollars (assuming a 5 percent annual inflation of
construction costs). Based on this estimate, it was estimated that the major rehabilitation
of the railroad overpass bridge would cost around $200,000 (or $181,406 in 2019
dollars). The BCA model includes these as one-time avoided costs in the Build scenario.
For more details, see the ‘StateOfRepair’ and ‘AvoidedMajorRehab’ sheets in the BCA
model
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ASSUMPTIONS

In addition to the tables presented in the previous section, the remaining key assumptions used
in the estimation of economic benefits for the project are summarized below
Table 7: Assumptions Used in the Estimation of Travel Time Benefits
Variable Name
Average Vehicle Occupancy
(Automobiles)
Average Vehicle Occupancy (Trucks)
Travel Time Cost (Automobiles) – All
Purposes Local
Travel Time Cost (Trucks)

Unit
Persons per
vehicle
Persons per
vehicle

Value

Source / Notes

$ per hour

$17.90

$ per hour

$30.80

1.7
1.0

MoDOT-provided rates. Statewide
average vehicle occupancy rates
USDOT Benefit-Cost Analysis
Guidance for Discretionary Grant
Programs. February 2021

Table 8: Assumptions Used in the Estimation of Vehicle Operating Cost Savings
Variable Name

Unit

Value

Fuel Cost (Retail Gasoline) - Autos

$ per gallon

$2.10

Fuel Cost (Retail Diesel) - Trucks

$ per gallon

$2.35

Oil Costs- Autos
Oil Costs- Trucks
Tires- Autos
Tires- Trucks
Maintenance and rehab- Autos
Maintenance and rehab- Trucks
Depreciation- Autos
Depreciation- Trucks

$ per quart
$ per quart
$ per tire
$ per tire
$ per 1,000 VMT
$ per 1,000 VMT
$ per vehicle
$ per vehicle

$10.72
$4.29
$89.19
$587.14
$185.71
$624.80
$21,538.69
$78,117.71

Source / Notes
Annual Energy Outlook,US
Energy Information Administration
(EIA). Values shown for 2020 but
vary by year.
HERS Technical Report, 2005.
Inflated from 1997$ to 2019$
using the suggested BLS series

Table 9: Assumptions Used in the Estimation of Safety Benefits
Variable Name
Fatal crash
Injury crash
PDO crashes

Unit
$ per crash
$ per crash
$ per vehicle

Value
$12,071,000
$284,100
$4,500

Source / Notes
USDOT Benefit-Cost Analysis
Guidance for Discretionary Grant
Programs. February 2021

Table 10: Assumptions Used in the Estimation of Emission Cost Savings

NOX
SO2
PM2.5

Variable Name

Unit
$ per metric ton
$ per metric ton
$ per metric ton

Value
$15,700
$40,400
$729,300

CO2

$ per metric ton

$50

Source / Notes
USDOT Benefit-Cost Analysis
Guidance for Discretionary Grant
Programs, February 2021. Values
shown here are for year 2020, but vary
by year in the model.
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Table 11: Assumptions Used in the Estimation of Flooding Cleanup Costs
Variable Name
Frequency of Roadway Flooding Events
Flooding Cleanup Costs on Maguire Street
Flooding Cleanup Costs at Shepard Park
Flooding Cleanup Costs for Building/Parking
Lots
Frequency of Building/Parking Lot Flooding
Events

Unit
events per year
costs per event
costs per event

Value
2.5
$5,000
$2,000

Source / Notes
City of Warrensburg
City of Warrensburg
City of Warrensburg

costs per event

$39,000

City of Warrensburg

events per year

0.14

City of Warrensburg

AGGREGATION OF BENEFIT ESTIMATES

Table 12 presents the benefit estimates by benefit categories over the project’s lifecycle.
Table 12: Estimates of Economic Benefits, Millions of 2019 Dollars
Over the Project Lifecycle ($ millions)
Benefit Category
Discounted at 7%

Discounted at 3%

Safety Benefits

$24.66

$43.52

Travel-time savings

$2.01

$4.00

Avoided Costs of Flooding Cleanup

$0.16

$0.29

Residual Value

$1.57

$4.24

Improved Resiliency of Power Lines

$0.11

$0.20

Emission Cost Savings

$0.048

$0.051

Vehicle Operating Cost Savings

$0.07

$0.15

Avoided Major Rehab of Bridges

$0.40

$0.54

Total Benefits*

$29.03

$52.98

*Total may not sum up due to rounding

7.2

Comparison of Benefits and Costs

The project’s benefits exceed the costs over the life-cycle of this project. The inclusion of nonmonetized benefits (e.g., quality of life benefits) would increase the overall benefit-cost ratio.12

8. Summary of Findings and BCA Outcomes
At a 7 percent real discount rate, the $19.2 million investment would result in $29.0 million in total
benefits, which is a net present value of $9.9 million and a benefit-cost ratio of approximately 1.52.
With a 3 percent real discount rate, the net present value of the project would increase to $29.6
million, for a benefit-cost ratio of 2.27.

Aggregate annual benefits and costs are provided in the BCA model in the ‘BCAResultCalc’ and
‘BenefitTables’ sheets.
12
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9. BCA Sensitivity Analysis
The BCA outcomes presented in the previous sections rely on several assumptions and longterm projections, both of which are subject to considerable uncertainty. The primary purpose of
the sensitivity analysis is to help identify the variables and model parameters whose variations
have the greatest impact on the BCA outcomes: the “critical variables.”
The sensitivity analysis can also be used to:
•

Evaluate the impact of changes in individual critical variables – how much the final results
would vary with reasonable departures from the “preferred” or most likely value for the
variable; and,

•

Assess the robustness of the BCA and evaluate, in particular, whether the conclusions
reached under the “preferred” set of input values are significantly altered by reasonable
departures from those values.

The outcomes of the quantitative sensitivity analysis for the project using a 7 percent discount
rate are summarized below.
Table 13: Sensitivity Analysis
Parameter

Change in Parameter Value

% Change in NPV

Benefit-Cost Ratio

n/a

1.52

-42%

1.25

Base results

No change

Capital costs

25% increase in costs *

Value of time

Lower bound range for value of time
recommended by USDOT (29% reduction in mid
value for all purpose travel)

-6%

1.48

Upper bound range for value of time
recommended by USDOT (21% increase in mid
value for all purpose travel)

+4%

1.54

25% reduction in dollar per crash parameter
values, all severity levels

-62%

1.19

25% increase in dollar per crash parameter values,
all severity levels

+62%

1.84

Value per crash

* Note in this scenario the costs are increased but the residual value benefits are not changed.

As shown in the table, changing the assumptions on the value per crash has the greatest effect
on the BCA results given that safety is the largest benefit category for the project. Changing the
project costs also has a large effect on the BCA. However, the project benefit-cost ratio remains
above 1.0 for all sensitivity tests. This does not mean, however, that there is no combination of
the factors, presented in Table 13 or omitted, that will make the project economically inefficient.
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